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At present oscillations between different states are w~
dely discussed in particle physics. The oscillating microob
jects are not described by stationary states and are "mixtu
res" of objects with definite mass. One of such phenomena 
(oscillations K0 ~ K0 ) was first discussed by Gell-Mann and 
Pais/1/ and later investigated in a number of experiments. As 
it seems, other types of oscillations which were considered · 
so far have not yet been observed (at least there is no cer
tainty about their having been observed). The oscillations at 
issue are muonium-antimuonium/21, neutrino oscillations/3/, 
Do ,-• D 0 141, n ...... ii /5/ ... 

If PC-invariance holds, the stationary states describe 
truly neutral particles*. Further we shall assume that PC
invariance does takes place, although this hypothesis looks 
unlikely in a number of cases. The point is that (small) PC
violations are irrelevant from the point of view of our dis
cussion, which is didactic in nature. 

Of course the masses of microobjects discribed by statio
nary states are different. However, there are also other phy
sical differences. It is just the purpose of the present note 
to clear up the matter about such differences. In the case 
of neutral kaons the question at issue is entirely clear. It 
is well known/7/, that KL;; K

2 
is heavier than K8 ;; K1 .The de

cay probabilities in various channels for K1 and K2 and thus 
their mean lives are quite different 11 1. 

In the case of neutrino oscillations the particles with 
definite Majorana masses 131 v 1 ,,,2 ,... also differ in their 
physical behaviour. For example it is proper to say 181

• that 
"relict" neutrinos are f/1 , F 2 , ... (and not the "weak interac-
tion" neutrinos '/e, v

1
l , J/ r • •.. ) • By the way, neutrinos 

v 
1
.v

2 
,... 

1
JJ,ave different probabilities of radiative de

cay vi ->vk +y , the lightest neutrino being the only stable 
one. 

At the present, after the original investigation of Kuz
min/51, and in connecting with Great Unification Theories, 

*The case of Dirac neutrinos 161 is not being considered ~n 
the present note. 
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there are widely discussed/tO/ and planned experiments aimed 
to observe neutron-antineutron (n.:> ii) oscillations 111(When 
these are present, in vacuum and in absence of external fields, 
the particles with definite masses (we shall call them Majo
rana neutrons) are described by the states 

~;;; !!.±.0 ,;2--- ' 
n~n 

n2 2; -=-r-v2 (I) 

We must not forget that we allow only a small PC-violation. 
If such violation does take place n1 and n2 will be "quasi
majorana" objects, the average baryon number of which is not 
exactly zero (the sign- in Eq. (I) is just referring to such 
a case). 

Thus how it is possible to distinguish n 1 and n2 from each 
other? One can say again that it is the values of their mas
ses which does distinguish them. However such an answer is 
obviously right but only partial and thus does not satisfy us. 
There must be additional physical differences (let us say in 
decay probabilities of various channels). The maia decay chan
nels of nl and n2 are {3-decays, which under PC-invariance 
are identical and charge-symmetric. 

Let us assume that, in addition to the interaction originat
ing n p ii' oscillations, there is also an interaction 112/ res
ponsible for th~ nucleon decay (tm = 1 LXB-L)=O, where Band L 
are the baryon and lepton numbers). 

Then there will be marked differences in some (very unpro
bable) n 1 and n 2 decays which are due to such interaction. In 
order to illustrate this point let us consider the decays of 
Majorana neutrons in which one neutral pion and one neutrino 
are emitted. Since n 1 ,n2· and the rr0 -meson are particles of 
definite combined PC parity, the emitted neutrino must be 
a Majorana neutrino vM . This decay is forbidden (permitted) 
for the PC-even n 1 but permitted (forbidden) for the PC-odd 
n2 , depending upon the PC-parity of the emitted Majorana 

neutriryo. In other words either the decay n1-+ rr0 + v M or the 
decay n 2 .... rr0 +vM are permitted but not both. 

no 

,2 

Let us discuss now a simi
lar question, relating to hyd
rogen-antihydrogen (e-p ... e+p') 
oscillations. We shall consi
der first the "popular" decay 
of the proton with the emis
sion of one positron and one 

+neutral pion 1121: p ... e+·+rr0
• 

e It is clear that in second or
der oscillations H -+ H must 
arise (see the Figure). 
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are the PC-even and PC-odd systems, correspondingly. 
Of course, H1 and H2 have different masses. In addition H1 

and ~2 can be distinguished by the fact that, for example,' 
the decay H1 ->rr0 +rr 0 (rr++·rr-) is permitted but the decay 
H ~rr0+n.o(rr+ +rr-') is forbidden. A similar situation takes place 
in the case of oscillations (PtL-) ;! (p'll+) (see the Figure) 
in the hydrogen 11 -atom. 

If moderately small ~C-violations do take place, the dif
ferences indicated above in the H1 and H2 decay channels are 
not so striking. Such violations have also the effect that 
tbe amplitude of hydrogen-antihydrogen oscillations would not 
be maximum. If the PC-violation is very strong, our argument 
is no more valid since the microobjects at issue are not even 
"approximately neutral": they "have no antiparticles". 

The following words belong to L. Okun /13/."Possibly it would 
be of interest to look for oscillations of atoms into anti
atoms (for example e-p ...... e + p _, ) , although at present one does 
not see any theoretical basis for such oscillations and, more
over, even if sucfi oscillationp were existing, they would be 
very sl9w because of the large atom dimensions". Here L.Okun 
has in mind a direct (f1rst order) interaction, the existence 
of which would have very important consequences. In this case 
also our argument about different decay channels of "diagonal" 
microobjects Hi and H 2 is valid. 

In conclusion we would like to thank M.Baldo Ceolin, 
L.B.Okun and also S.S.Gerstein, M.A.Markov, B.S.Neganov, 
M.Khlopov for discussions. 
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BHneHbKHli C.M., lloHTeKopso B. 
!1CTHHHO HeHTpanbHble MHKP006beKTbl H OC[\HnnJI[\HH 
B cPl-131-!Ke qaCTH[\ 

E2-82-153 

06cyJK,IJ;aeTCJI BOIIpOC 0 TOM, KaK MOJKHO OTnHqH'l'b MHKpo06beK'l'bl 
c orrpegeneHHbMH MaccaMH B cnyqaJix pa3Horo THrra ocu;HnnJiu;Hli 
B cPl-131-!Ke qaC'l'H[\. 

Pa6o'!'a BbiiiOnHeHa D J1a6opaTOpHH flgepHblX rrpo6neM mum. 

npenpHHT 06beAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa RAePH~X HCCfleAOBaHHH. ~y6Ha 1982 
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In connection with various possible types of oscillations 
in particle physics, the question is discussed how to dis
tinguish in principle the microobjects represented by mass 
eigenstates. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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